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Introduction

Living City is an experiment in utilising satellite imagery covering all of London to train a
Pix2Pix Conditional Generative Adversarial Network (CGAN) and generate results from
inputs based on natural life and growth, abstracting the idea of a ‘Living City”. The input
video used in this case was a section from “Watch a Garden Come to Life in This Absolutely
Breathtaking Time-Lapse | Short Film Showcase” from National Geographic. (National
Geographic 2017)

Concept & background

My practice is rooted in the idea and tradition of the Landscape. Developing from Painters
like Constable and Turner, the Landscape is an art tradition which can be seen reflected in
work as varied as Robert Smithson’s ‘Spiral Jetty’ (Smithson 1970), Guy Debord’s
Psychogeography and Olafur Eliasson’s ‘Reversed Waterfall’ (Eliasson 1998). The city is
humanity’s indelible addition to the natural world and now exists as the primary landscape
for the world’s human inhabitants. For me personally, I have lived my whole life in London,
and it could be stated not un-seriously that London is the world to me. More than its river,
parks and brick, London exists as a psychogeographic behemoth within its corner of the
world, an entity of art and culture manufacturing the dreams and parallel realities of its 8
million inhabitants. With this concept of a Living City, I want to explore the creation of a
London-esque virtual city that grows and changes with time, to formulate a simulacra of its
physical cousin.

Technical Implementation

Data Gathering:

In order to train a model to take colour as input and return a London-like satellite image, I
would need satellite imagery of London and a correspondingly marked colour differentiated
map that would precisely match the area.

My initial investigation discovered that maps were not readily available or were very
expensive, but I found a blog post providing a number of suggestions for creating large tiled
maps of satellite imagery. (Brown 2017) I began with the Google Earth Pro method by
downloading 4800x3008 images, an example can be seen with Fig 1.
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Other than being rather low detail as images, there was another major flaw with this process:
The Google Earth imagery maintains the parallax error due to the curvature of the Earth. So,
when placed into Photoshop’s auto-merge tool, it was unable to line up the
non-orthographically aligned tiles and would yield strange results.

I proceeded to attempt another method suggested within the Dylan Brown Designs blog, and
set about using Google Map Customizer (Cheng 2022) which enables high resolution
downloading of map segments, limited only by browser memory capacity as far as I could
tell. This strangely led me to utilising Microsoft Edge of all softwares as neither Firefox, nor
Chrome could load in reasonable time a large enough sample of the map and proceed to
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screenshot the entire webpage. With this, I was able to build out a much higher resolution
map in 10,000 x 10,000px overlapping tiles that crucially lined up, resulting in a megalithic
42.8GB PSB file image of London.

After creating this file, I attempted to line it up with a road, rail, and water map of London I
had purchased a few years prior and realised the error in going about the problem this way: I
needed labelled data that came from a consistent source and which would line up
accurately.

After emailing a number of GIS services for advice, I was pointed to Ordnance Survey’s
Business Portal, to which, as a student, I was able to obtain free access. The OS map data
is all tiled out in a very computable fashion, enabling me to locate the rectangular area with
corner coordinates at tiles TQ05, TQ09, TQ59, TQ55, to encompass all of London.
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Each of these tiles contains a 10 x 10 grid of sub-tiles comprising 4000x4000px satellite
images, working out to be 240,000 x 200,000px image. My plan was to match up each
250x250 pixel segment of each satellite image to the corresponding segment of a colourised
map, upscale this to 256x256px and pass that as the dataset to the model.

Prepping the Files:

The files came in the .gml format, which I was able to translate using FME Quick Translator
into the .dxf format, a vector format which Adobe Illustrator can work with.
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Each of these tiles was in fact 4 of the Map Image Tiles (eg. TQ04, TQ05, TQ14 and TQ15)
together, and also had the quirk of not having straight borders, nor reliable coordinate origins
due to the features being drawn extending out of bounds of the tiles.

My solution involved a number of steps:

First I would extend the artboard to 16000x16000px, near enough the maximum that
Illustrator will allow.
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After importing the colour raster map tiles, I would place and resize them to 2500x2500px
each as the vector map appeared to be scaled to 5000x5000px.

This allowed me to manually match up a feature on the raster map to the vector map.

I could then place a green (0,255,0) square of size 5000x5000px aligned with the map as a
background, and to copy later to use as a clipping mask.
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I coloured Woodland area brown (64,64,0).

Buildings were coloured red (255,0,0).
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Roads were a black (0,0,0) stroke 5px thick.

Railroad was a yellow (255,255,0) stroke 5px thick.
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Water area was filled blue (0,0,255).

Water lines were 2px thick blue (0,0,255) stroke.
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I would then create a clipping mask using the background shape and placement.

Finally I would enlarge this to 16000x16000px and export as a png.
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Image Processing:

I wrote in Python a script to take these files and split them into the individual tiles and then
later into sub-tiles which corresponded with the satellite image, resulting in 3000 pairs of
images to be further processed into the final dataset.
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Each of these pairs of images would be further split up into the final sub-tiles, scaled to
256x256px, pasted together in a composite image and saved out.

Issues that occurred during this process began with the naming/allocation of pairs. The initial
script would increment from 0050 to 0099 before moving on to 150. The mistake here would
end up matching the left-hand column of images from each of the satellites and maps, but
then would skip over the rest of the tile. This resulted in the first 12800 images being
successful, but all others to be mismatched.
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After these issues had been resolved by carefully adjusting the counting mechanisms within
the for loops, I was able to start processing my data into training inputs. Halfway through, I
encountered an error with truncated images, which was easily solved by adding a line
overriding the fault.
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This resulted in a dataset of 768,000 images, some examples of which can be seen here:
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Training Pix2Pix:

I began by following the Facades dataset example available in the Pix2Pix tutorial on the
tensorflow website ("Pix2pix: Image-To-Image Translation With A Conditional GAN  |
Tensorflow Core" 2022). This allowed me to work through the document and add/alter things
as needs be. The main alterations required were the installation of python modules and the
changing of a number of instructions from being Linux terminal instructions to working on
Windows.
I ran the jupyter notebook inside a conda environment running python version 3.7.
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The Facades example worked well and without much of a hitch once the relevant modules
had been installed. One port of trouble I encountered afterwards was finding out how to
actually save the model, something I didn’t manage to understand until after training the Map
dataset.
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I commented out all the lines related to downloading the dataset from berkeley.edu and
replaced the path with the path to my dataset.
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I began training with the new dataset but after an hour or so, the Kernel crashed.

The issue was due to “EXHAUSTED_RESOURCE: OOM when allocating tensor” after
loading approximately 56000 images. I’ve looked at solutions to this and one may be to
increase the number of steps from the 40,000 default. However for the sake of expediency, I
chose to export a random sample of 50,000 images from the dataset.

This loaded as expected and the resulting model took approximately 20 hours to train.
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Only a couple of hours into the training did I realise that the test example, that updates whilst
training occurs, wasn’t the most representative, being a green square.

The first 5 produced examples using the test_dataset. Below are a comparison when
applying the training either True(right) or False(left) parameter in the generator.
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Finally, I managed to work out how to save a keras model and load it up again for use.
(deepLizard 2020)

Exporting images out was a matter of converting the prediction array to a numpy array,
converting the data type to uint8 and using PIL Image.fromarray to create a PIL Image object
and save that out as a png. ("Typeerror: Cannot Handle This Data Type: (1, 1, 3), <F4" 2022)
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Creating the Outcome:

The first process when creating an outcome is to extract the individual frames from an input
video. This is done using the ffmpeg command: “ffmpeg -i video_name.mp4
path/to/filename%03d.png” which will output filename+an incremented number. My chosen
inputs were videos of blooming flowers to bring a dynamic colour and slow, progressive,
growth-movement to evoke that sense of “Living city”.

I began by writing a script to take the central 256x256 chunk of an image, and run this
through a nearest-neighbour function for the colour in relation to the colour palette I had
used for the training data (Loch 2007). These would be paired up and sent through the
python notebook similar to the test generation images. However I noticed that using the
tensorflow.dataset.take() method gave a random selection of images to process at a time
and so would not output the same sequence, making animation impossible.

I had an interesting observation which I do not quite understand; The boolean of Training
within the model generation call, if set to True would produce reasonable results, but if set to
false, as I would have expected as we are no longer training, would produce rather terrible
patterns.

At this point, I started writing a separate script using the tf.keras.models.load_model() to load
in the model I had created and ran folders of sequenced images through. This enabled me to
put together GIF animations of the outcomes in photoshop.
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Once these trials had proved successful, I knew that I wanted to create larger final images.
However, being limited by the 256x256 input/output meant that I saw fit to split up input
frames into square sections to feed into the model and then in turn recompile the output
images back into a single composite frame.

With this deconstructing and compositing amalgamated together with the stylising script, I
was able to create a single renderer to take a “Source” folder of input frames and through
another “Stylised” folder, would deposit subframes into a “Generated” folder before finally
outputting the finished composited frames into the “Frames” folder. These 4 directories
would need to be created by the user beforehand but the intermediary steps are now
automated.
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The processing for my final outcome based on the National Geographic video took
approximately 18 hours, the predominant portion of which was in stylising the image.
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Reflection and Future Development

Although I am rather underwhelmed by my final product, (Who knew cities were mainly
browny-grey in colour?) I am very happy with the development and process that I have
followed. I knew early on that the project would be best written in Python, of which I had
some minor experience, and being able to expand this and become familiar with core
concepts within the Pillow library and general data/image handling was gratifying.

On top of this, my small excursions into the Tensorflow documentation felt fruitful and
informative and have left an appetite for a more complete exploration of the machine
learning development pipeline.

Ways I would like to develop this particular project from here are manifold:

Firstly, I would like to address the issue of not being able to train the model on my entire
dataset. As it is sizable and took time to collate, I would like to be able to exploit it as much
as possible. This should also hopefully have the added benefit of slightly more creative and
less repetitive outcomes from inputs. From initial research, this may be alleviated by
increasing the number of steps from 40,000, which would likely too increase training time.

A second development is to narrow down the dataset to more central urbanised London
areas only. I had identified this as a potential issue before, that the majority of green would
be more “countryside and fields” than “city park”. I think an unconsidered aspect of this too is
the non-identification of dirt roads in the training data as well as the more tree-covered roads
of the country affecting the outputs to create further wooded outcomes.

Thirdly, an issue I identified after training was the non-separation of individual buildings and
their general lumping together. This reduces the accuracy of the distinction between say a
house (building, red) and its garden (grass, green), instead labelling them both as red and
thus polluting the building label of the dataset. I think the best ways around this are to either
look further into OS’s datasets to see if one carries more detailed building labelling and can
be used for my purposes. Alternatively is the potential of using maskRCNN to create smarter
labels driven by machine learning, that may be able to increase the precision of my training
maps.

Beyond addressing the model is also the potential for addressing the inputs fed to create
final outcomes. I wished to use blooming flowers as I had in mind the thought of filming a
grand multicoloured bouquet as it bloomed and with this produce patterns, bringing forth
colour into the images, perhaps as a live installation within an exhibition space. However,
time constraints stood in the way of this form of execution. Videos I was able to find rarely
had flowers viewed from above and never seemed to feature multiple species and rarely
even featured multiple flowers in any close proximity. My still image test of bouquets were
relatively promising and so this is still an avenue worth exploring.

Further to the use of flowers are the other aspects of nature which employ grand colourful
displays. Those such as coral reefs or birds of paradise may be good subjects to investigate
with this project. And finally, precluding a direct translation from nature, may be the
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possibility of creating algorithmically generated patterns that grow and change over time.
These may perhaps even be preferable, as they can be set to create pathways and channels
that might mimic those found within a city. This method should also relatively easily be able
to produce the sorts of input images that would feed into the model.

Finally, it might be prudent to use an ai upscaler, either on the initial 256x256 outputs or on
the final composited image to see what sort of interactions this may bring within the piece as
tiles are either sharpened or perhaps even the boundaries between them made less
apparent.
To conclude, I am very enthusiastic and looking forward to continuing this project and
seeking a more aesthetically pleasing outcome.
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